
Evacuation sheet
Ensuring patient safety during an emergency

‘Don’t hesitate, use 
S-CAPEPOD to evacuate’

Available at

Address 30 James Street LIDCOMBE 
 NSW 2141, NSW 2141, Australia
Tel 283152834
Mail avanti@avantinnovations.com.au
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Saving the life of a patient 
during an emergency.
There’s a fire in your department. Everyone is panicking. You need to evacuate. A bedridden 
patient needs your help. In this type of emergency situation, speed and simplicity are of the 
utmost importance. In order to tackle this scenario in an effective way, and bring the patient 
quickly to safety, we developed the evacuation sheet, the S-CAPEPOD. We created this tool 
at the request of a psychiatric hospital in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. They encountered a 
challenge, as an evacuation with beds would completely block hallways and limit access to 
the stairwell. A unique sheet design was chosen for the S-CAPEPOD. The sheet is permanently 
mounted between the frame of the bed and the mattress. By means of flaps, which you can 
pull around the mattress, you can encompass the patient in the evacuation sheet while still 
on the mattress. Within 30 seconds, the patient is ready for an evacuation. Now you can 
move the patient with ease. The mattress provides optimal support and protection for the 
patient.

Many safety professionals, at home and abroad, opt for the speed and simplicity of the 
S-CAPEPOD in order to ensure the safety of their patients. The S-CAPEPOD ensures that 
you have a simple tool at your disposal to evacuate patients. For the evacuation of bariatric 
patients (up to 661 lbs), you can use the Bariatric S-CAPEPOD! Bariatric S-CAPEPOD has a 
slightly different design than the regular S-CAPEPOD.

S-CAPEPOD suits these mattresses: Width: 31” - 38” | Max. length: 85”

Bariatric S-CAPEPOD suits: Width: 40” – 49” | Max. length: 85”

Carrying weight S-CAPEPOD: 264 - 330 lbs

Carrying weight Bariatric S-CAPEPOD: 661 lbs

Weight S-CAPEPOD: 2.425 lbs

Weight Bariatric S-CAPEPOD: 5.51 lbs

Material: Fire-retardant & anti-bacterial Trevira CS yarns (polyester)

The Sint-Maartenskliniek decided to equip al 
their 265 beds with an S-CAPEPOD. There 
are comparable products on the market, but 
the S-CAPEPOD fulfilled all the requirements. 
Bolhuis, Safety Manager, Sint-Maartenskliniek

Evacuating with the S-CAPEPOD system 
goes three times faster than without an 
evacuation device.
Daniel Fortin, Company Firefighter, 
Beauceville, Quebec, Canada

What do you need to know?

-  Equipped with an anti-microbial function
-  Permanently placed beneath the mattress
-  Flame-retardant material
-  Strong hook and loop fasteners
-  Washable

Who also uses the S-CAPEPOD?


